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Location:  2601 Atlantic Avenue, Fernandina, Nassau County, Florida. 

Lat: 30.6874  Long: -81.4342 
 

Significance:  Fort Clinch is one of the most well-preserved 19th century forts in the country. 
Although no battles were fought here, it was garrisoned during both the Civil and 
Spanish-American wars. During the 1930s the Civilian Conservation Corps began 
preserving and rebuilding many of the structures of the abandoned fort.  
(http://www.floridastateparks.org/fortclinch/) 

 
History:  Fort Clinch was started by the U.S. as defenses against sea attacks in 1847 as part 

of the Third American System building program 
(www.nps/gov/goldcres/sites/ftclinch.htm). Work was stopped, but eventually re-
started during the Civil War when the fort was occupied by Union troops. When 
the Spanish-American war ended, the fort was abandoned again. Although the fort 
has been preserved and partially rebuilt by the Civilian Conservation Corps, it 
was never actually completed and foundations for more barracks can still be seen 
inside the fort.  Fort Clinch is a pentagonal brick fort with both inner and outer 
walls with barracks and a hospital building on the interior. 

 Fort Clinch is in fairly good repair considering the age. Since it was established as 
a state park, it has been maintained in the condition to which the Civilian 
Conservation Corps restored. This maintenance maintains Fort Clinch's place in 
history while views of the ocean establish its setting as one of the first line of 
defense against attack. Repair work to the fort is only undertaken when public 
well-being would be jeopardized by the deterioration. 

 In addition to the fort, a state park established in 1937 covers the entire peninsula 
and preserves natural coastal hammock habitat of Amelia Island as well as several 
large sand dunes and salt water marsh. A road, several walking trails, two 
campsites, and a fishing pier are the main improvements in the natural part of the 
state park. 

Sources:  Shepherd, Rose. Amelia Island and Fort Clinch: Fort Clinch State Park: French 
Colony. Unknown binding. 1939. 

 Strutin, Michele. Florida State Parks. Paperback. Nov 2000. 

 United States, Judge-Advocate-General, War Dept. United States Military 
Reservations, National Cemeteries, and Military Parks. Paperback. Oct 2008. 
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 Konstam, Angus & Donato Spedaliere. American Civil War Fortifications (1): 

Coastal Brick and Stone Forts.  Paperback. Apr 2003. 

 Shepherd, Rose. Headquarters, 3rd regiment, Florida Volunteers: Fort Clinch near 
Fernandina, Amelia Island, August 12, 1861. Unknown binding. 1939. 

 Nolan, Terence H. History of Fort Clinch, Fernandina, Florida (Miscellaneous 
project report series). Unknown binding. 1974. 

 Shepard, Herschel. The Construction of Fort Clinch. Unknown binding. 1965. 

 Civil War Preservation Trust. Civil War Sites, 2nd: The Official Guide to the 
Civil War Discovery Trail. Paperback. Nov. 2007. 

 De Quesada, A.M. A History of Florida Forts: Florida’s Lonely Outposts. 
Paperback. 2006. 

 Historic Property Associates, Inc. Cultural Resource Survey: New Deal Era 
Resources in nine Florida State Parks. St. Augustine, FL: Historic Property 
Associates, Inc. 1989. 

Historian:  Christine Foster, January 25, 2010 
 850-562-1374 
 christine.foster@hatchmott.com 
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Looking east toward the kitchen from the second floor of the barracks (Christine Foster, May 2009). When 
compared to a historic view looking west toward the barracks (Florida State Archives: www.floridamemory.com, 
DOT0586, Date Unknown) the two images have striking contrasts - roofs have been added to all buildings and all 
vegetation has been removed from the parade grounds. Although not visible in the second image, a flag pole has 
been erected in the center of the parade ground. 
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FORT CLINCH STATE PARK 
 

       ADDENDUM TO 
HALS NO. FL-08 

 
This report is an addendum to a three page report previously transmitted to the Library of 
Congress in 2010. 
 
Location: 2601 Atlantic Avenue, Fernandina Beach, Nassau County, Florida 

 
Latitude: 30.704448, Longitude: -81.453856 (the sally port entrance to the fort) 
 
Fort Clinch is located on a peninsula at the northernmost point of Amelia Island 
in Nassau County, Florida, at the entrance to the St. Mary River into the 
Cumberland Sound from the Atlantic Ocean.   

  
Significance: Fort Clinch State Park is significant in the early twentieth century history of 

Florida as one of the nine state park units created through state planning for 
natural resource conservation, recreation, and tourism during the New Deal era. 
 
The Florida State Park System had its beginning in 1934 as a result of President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal program to relieve the economic distress of 
unemployed American youth during the Great Depression. The large outlay of 
federal assistance made in Florida during the New Deal era to preserve scenic, 
historic, and scientific resources of the State includes nine units of the state park 
system.1 In 1933, the Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC) was the first New Deal 
agency to begin operations in Florida. Between 1933 and 1942 the CCC assisted 
the state in constructing Florida Caverns State Park, Fort Clinch State Park, Gold 
Head Branch State Park, Highlands Hammock State Park, Hillsborough River 
State Park, Myakka River State Park, O’Leno State Park, and Torreya State Park, 
and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) assisted in constructing Ravine 
Gardens State Park. 
 
The assemblage of buildings, structures, objects, and cultural landscapes of the 
nine parks together exemplifies the New Deal era National Park Service inspired 
Rustic Style of master planned public recreational landscape.  
 
This New Deal era cultural landscape of Fort Clinch State Park is at risk of being 
lost, threatened by the gradual diminishment of historic integrity, as are all nine 

                                                            
1 C.R. Vinten, “An Analysis of Values of the State Park System of Florida to determine the 
Nature of Planning, Development, Administration, and Operation.” March 28, 1950.  
http://www.allenaltvater.org/Pages%20114-130%20%20%20HIGHLANDS%20HAMMOCK.  
pdf. 
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New Deal era cultural landscapes in the Florida State Parks System. The reason 
is cultural landscapes are scarcely understood, Cultural Landscape Reports are 
lacking, maintenance is severely underfunded, and a shortage of technical staff is 
imperiling historic New Deal era cultural landscapes in Florida. 

  
Description: These nine HALS Short Format surveys address the cultural landscapes of the 

nine Florida state parks that were master planned and developed for nature 
conservation, recreation, and tourism under federal economic relief programs of 
the New Deal era between 1933 and 1943. 
 
Prior cultural resource surveys focused primarily on the buildings and structures 
in these nine parks and produced very little documentation on the cultural 
landscapes beyond recognizing the parks are the largest cultural resource, both in 
terms of acreage and number of components.2  
 
This is work is prepared as a submittal to the 2014 HALS Challenge, 
“Documenting Landscapes of the New Deal” and not intended to be an in-depth 
survey of New Deal era cultural landscape resources in Florida. It can be stated 
based on these surveys that these nine parks merit consideration for a multiple 
property listing as a Thematic or Property Type under Florida New Deal 
Resources: Historic Landscapes of Conservation, Recreation and Tourism. It 
also is recommended to get them documented before they are lost.  
 
The support of park managers and staff, Florida State Park System managers and 
staff, and the Florida Master Site File managers and staff is hereby 
acknowledged and appreciated for access to the parks, park archives, as well as 
personal accommodation and information. 
 
Prior to Florida taking steps in 1935 to establish a system of state parks, efforts 
had been largely sporadic. The Florida Legislature in 1925 passed a law creating 
a Florida State Park System to provide public recreation, the preservation of 
natural beauty and historic association. No funds were appropriated and the 
establishment of a state park system languished.  
 
The first public land set aside for recreation and preservation of natural resources 
was at Paradise Key in Dade County, in 1915, otherwise known as Royal Palm 
State Park. The park was later included in the Everglades National Park. Royal 
Palm State Park became the site of the first Civilian Conservation Corps work 
camp in Florida, CCC Camp SP-01. 
 
Highlands Hammock was acquired in 1929 and developed as a private park 

                                                            
2 These nine HALS Short Format surveys are based on information from “Cultural Resource 
Survey, New Deal Era Resources in Nine Florida State Parks,” Unit Management Plans for each 
park, and other primary and secondary data particular to each park. 
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through the efforts of the Tropical Florida Parks Association and opened to the 
public in 1931, and soon afterward was acquired by the state to become the first 
unit of the Florida State Park system.  
 
Beginning in 1933 and continuing to 1942, the CCC and Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) constructed an impressive collection of facilities in nine 
Florida state parks: Florida Caverns State Park, Fort Clinch State Park, Gold 
Head Branch State Park, Highlands Hammock State Park, Hillsborough River 
State Park, Myakka River State Park, O’Leno State Park, Ravine Gardens State 
Park, and Torreya State Park. 
 
The New Deal provided Florida with the latest in design, including Art Deco, 
Streamline Moderne, and in the nine state parks, the Rustic Style. Each park is a 
master planned public recreational landscape, and the assemblage of park 
buildings, structures, objects, and cultural landscapes are characteristic of the 
National Park Service inspired Rustic Style of park planning, design and 
construction.  
 
These nine state parks are stylistically similar through the common use of native 
rough cut timbers and rubble stone, English Arts and Crafts detailing, and the 
harmonious cluster compositions of a “rural” natural setting. The model for this 
approach was compiled in the 1938 book “Park and Recreation Structures” by 
Albert Good, a landscape architect employed in the National Park Service 
Washington office. The book was an outgrowth of his original 1935 edition 
published with Civilian Conservation Corps funding. The book was a primary 
source for the National Park Service Rustic Style, with examples taken from 
state parks nationwide and a few from the national parks. It became the standard 
pattern book for park development in the New Deal era. “Recreation Plans 
Handbook,” published by the U.S. Forest Service in 1936, was another pattern 
book of the Rustic Style.3 “What made these books so seamless in their 
applications was the advocacy for adapting simple building types to local 
materials and methods of construction.”4  
 
These pattern books produced similar buildings, structures, and objects from 
park to park, with local variations based on architect, local economics, and 
availability of construction materials and skilled craftsmen. The use of locally 

                                                            
3 The “Standard of Design” section in the appendix was written by Landscape Architect Frank A. 
Waugh.    
4 Ceo, Rocco. “Building Close to Nature: The Early Architecture of Dade County’s Park 
System,” http://apps.acsa-arch.org/resources/proceedings/uploads/streamfile.aspx?path= 
ACSA.AM.96&name=ACSA.AM.96.32.pdf 
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acquired materials and the limited variety of Florida building materials -- 
limestone, cypress, pine, and palm logs -- further emphasized the likeness in 
facilities from park to park. Park and building plans were produced under 
direction of Landscape Architect Emmitt Hill working as inspector for the 
Florida State Park Service and Landscape Architect Charles Vinten as inspector 
for the National Park Service in Florida.  
 
Together, all nine parks are recognizable as a type – a New Deal era Florida state 
park -- yet each is distinctive in its response to the natural environment. The 
master planning of each park responded to the features of the native 
environment, making no two cultural landscapes identical. It began with well-
chosen units of land for the park, and then adapting the park recreational 
program to the environment.  
 
Highlands Hammock State Park, for example, exemplifies an ancient subtropical 
forest on the central Florida ridge. Mayakka River State Park exemplifies a 
broad subtropical river flood plain. Hillsborough River State Park exemplifies 
river rapids running through a riparian hardwood forest. O’Leno State Park 
exemplifies a river running through a karst landscape. Florida Caverns State Park 
exemplifies a cavern complex in a karst landscape. Torreya State Park 
exemplifies high bluffs, deep ravines, and rare Torreya trees, and an antebellum 
plantation historical theme. Fort Clinch exemplifies the historical theme of a 
nineteenth century coastal fortification. Goldhead branch exemplifies a system of 
springs in a steepside ravine system and sinkhole lakes in a karst landscape on 
the central Florida ridge. Ravine Gardens exemplifies a floral display garden in a 
steephead ravine, and unlike the other eight natural parks, this an urban park. 
 
These nine parks retain the essential physical features that enable them to convey 
historic significance and convey a sense of a historic environment. Alterations 
and intrusions of non-contributing resources have not substantially changed the 
historic landscapes. Original features retain historical integrity and many are 
unchanged from the period of significance. 
 
There are seven aspects or qualities that contribute to the historic integrity of the 
park cultural landscapes: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association.  
 
Location is where the historic park was developed. All nine parks are in their 
original locations. Even as acreage was added since the period of significance, 
original boundaries were not diminished. 
    
Design is the combination of elements that created the historic parks, beginning 
with natural character of the land parcel, its spatial patterns, and the overlay of 
the park conservation and recreation master plan. Each park master plan is 
closely associated with the dominant landscape feature of its land parcel. All 
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nine parks retain their original design and have retained essential character 
defining features and details to a high degree though alterations and additions 
and modernization of amenities. 
 
For example, relocating the park entry station at Hillsborough State Park 
constitutes a dramatic non-contributing modification (adding a new entry road 
and new entry station) that obscures important characteristics of the original 
entry design and impairs the historic arrival/departure sequence, but those 
features could be removed without impairing the original design and appearance 
and should not preclude eligibility of the park under Criteria C.  
 
Setting is the historical physical environment of the park. The park landscapes 
have changed over time, for example at Highlands Hammock State Park where 
eighty years of fire suppression and modification of surface water has resulted in 
a substantial change of the forest species composition and increasing density 
filling in openings in the forest canopy. Additionally, CCC-planted forest 
plantations are reaching maturity in parks where the conservation objective was 
reforestation. The park forests should be viewed not only as natural systems, but 
as contributing elements of the cultural landscape, and managed as cultural 
systems where modification constitutes a visual change in the original park 
design.   
 
Materials are the combined physical elements that create the historic style, 
pattern, and configuration of the park. The loss of materials dating from the 
period of significance impairs the historic park setting, for example where wood 
shake roof material is replaced with asphalt shingles, and where original paint 
color is modified, and where New Deal era roadside limestone masonry culvert 
headwalls in Highlands Hammock State Park are removed and replaced with 
non-contributing material that is inconsistent with the historic period and 
compromises the overall interpretation associated with those facilities.  
 
Workmanship is the physical evidence of the functional and aesthetic skill of the 
people who built Florida’s New Deal era state parks. The labor force was mostly 
unskilled and semi-skilled youth working under the direction of peer crew 
leaders, managed by skilled local experienced men, directed by camp 
superintendents implementing designs produced by professional landscape 
architects. Workmanship associated with the use of natural buildings materials is 
a critical component for eligibility of the parks under Criteria C. The Rustic 
Style and rusticated exposed surfaces ensured that the rustic atmosphere and 
natural beauty of the parks were preserved. 
 
Feeling is the expression of the aesthetic quality and historic sense of the New 
Deal era Florida state parks. Integrity of feeling is associated with the concept of 
retaining a sense of place – the genius loci. For example, a New Deal era state 
park that retains its original design, materials, workmanship, and setting will 
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express the feeling of the time that it was constructed and its historic purposes of 
conservation and recreation.  
 
Association is the direct link between the New Deal era, the organizations and 
people who created the parks, and the parks themselves. These nine cultural 
landscapes are the most tangible manifestations of the historic events associated 
with the establishment of the Florida state park system. The passage of time, the 
changing needs and expectations for Florida parks, as well as better 
understanding of nature conservation have modified the direct associations with 
the original purposes, but the parks remain remarkably unchanged. 
 
Fort Clinch State Park 
 
A part of the Florida State Park System since 1935, Fort Clinch is a well-
preserved 19th century military coastal fortification. The fort was garrisoned 
during the Civil War and the Spanish-American War. It served as the base of 
Union military operations in the area during the Civil War. A battle occurred in 
1862 and the fort was recaptured by Union troops after Confederate forces had 
seized control the previous year.  
 
Construction of the red brick fortress began in 1847 after the end of the Second 
Seminole War. The Fort was named in honor of General Duncan Lamont Clinch, 
an important figure in the Indian wars. 
  
The structure is pentagonal in shape, constructed of Savannah Grey and common 
red brick, with corner bastions and embrasures in the outer walls.5 There are 
several structures in the interior courtyard, including the two-story soldiers’ 
barracks, the Quartermaster’s building, and the foundation of an unfinished 
barracks remaining from when construction of the fort was halted.6  
 
Fort Clinch experienced only limited use from 1884 to 1926. It fell into disrepair 
and had partially filled with windblown sand when acquired by the state in 1935 
for its historical and recreational value. Roofs had deteriorated and collapsed, 
much metal, wood, glass, and other construction material had been looted as well 
as bricks removed from the walls. 
 
In 1935, the State of Florida bought 256 acres that included the abandoned fort 
and the surrounding coastal sand dunes, maritime hammock and estuarine tidal 
marsh. The Civilian Conservation Corps workforce was assigned the task of 

                                                            
5 Adams, William R. (Coordinator). “Cultural Resource Survey, New Deal Era Resources in 
Nine Florida State Parks,” Proposal # DNR: 276-88/89, Historic Property Associates, Inc., St. 
Augustine, Florida, November, 1989. 
6 State of Florida. Fort Clinch Unit Management Plan.  
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/planning/parkplans/FtClinchStatePark.pdf 
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preserving, rehabilitating, and partially reconstructing the fort as a state park.7  
 
The CCC made extensive repairs, including removal of tons of windblown sand 
from inside the fort parade grounds and vegetation that clambered over its walls. 
Crumbling brick and rotting wood was replaced. The park opened to the public 
in 1938. In 1972, Fort Clinch was listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  

  
History: Following the War of 1812, the U.S. Congress appropriated coastal defensives 

known as the Third System Fortifications.8 Fort Clinch was one in a series of 42 
forts constructed between 1816 and 1867. The structures were large, with many 
heavy cannons, double masonry brick walls that were filled with earth to absorb 
the shock of artillery strikes, and surrounded by low masonry walls as defense 
against ground attacks.  
 
In 1842, the U.S. Government bought the land on which Fort Clinch was to be 
constructed to guard the mouth of Saint Mary River, defend the deep-water port 
of Fernandina, and protect coastal and interior shipping at the eastern link of the 
cross-Florida railroad. 
 
Construction of Fort Clinch began in 1847 and was never finished. Advances in 
cannon technology introduced rifled barrels that rendered the fortresses obsolete. 
In March 1862 Confederate General Robert E. Lee ordered its abandonment.9 
Federal troops re-occupied the fort within the year and it served as the base of 
Union operations in the area through the Civil War. The fort was reactivated 
again briefly in 1898 during the Spanish American War. In 1913, the Florida 
State Legislature called for reactivation of the fort as a military installation in an 
effort to prevent its deterioration. An effort to have the fort declared a national 
monument also failed. The fort was declared government surplus in 1928 and 
transferred to private ownership.10  
 
Before the Black Tuesday stock market crash on October 29, 1929, the Florida 
economy was already reeling in the late 1920s from two major hurricanes, citrus 
export embargo, and the devastating ending of a runaway building boom. Florida 
badly needed the New Deal programs. It was at this point that the preservation 

                                                            
7 http://www.floridastateparks.org/fortclinch/, Cited from Christine Foster, Fort Clinch State 
Park,” Historic American Landscapes Survey, HALS FL-08, January 25, 2010. 
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pnp/habshaer/fl/fl0700/fl0732/data/fl0732data.pdf 
8 Seacoast Defense in the United States. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seacoast_defense_in_the_United_States 
9 Fort Clinch. Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Clinch 
10 State of Florida. Fort Clinch Unit Management Plan.  
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/planning/parkplans/FtClinchStatePark.pdf 
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advocates appealed to the state to include Fort Clinch in the newly inaugurated 
state park program. The fort was acquired by the State of Florida in 1935 for 
historic preservation and outdoor recreation. Designation as a Florida state park 
culminated a quarter-century effort to save of Fort Clinch from ruin.  
 
On July 16, 1935, the Florida Board of Forestry authorized a 1,100-acre park 
project with the 91 acre historic Fort Clinch parcel as the central component. In 
1936, a side camp from Company 2444 SP-5 was transferred from Gold Head 
Branch State Park to stabilize the old buildings making the fort accessible and 
safe to the CCC workforce that was scheduled to arrive and began five years of 
work to reclaim the fort and build facilities for park visitors. On July 1, 1937, 
Company 1420 from Lake Kerr in the Ocala National Forest was transferred to 
McClure's Hill near the old town of Fernandina a mile from the fort. Designated 
Camp SP-8, the company of 200 enrollees and staff was a mature work force of 
military veterans coming from central Florida and Georgia. 
 
The CCC company worked on dune and beach conservation, constructed roads 
and park buildings, drilled wells and laid water lines. Much of the work involved 
the reclamation, stabilizing and rehabilitating historic buildings. Truckloads of 
trash and rubble were removed from the parade grounds inside the fort, with ten 
thousand cubic yards of sand hauled away. Brick masons repaired damaged 
walls and carpenters replaced roofs, doors and windows. Restoration was time-
consuming and expensive, so the overall preservation treatment plan called for 
only selected parts of the fort to be restored while leaving other parts as ruins. 
 
Landscape Architect Emmett Hill was an employee of the Florida Forestry and 
Park Division. In 1937, he oversaw the production of the restoration plan that 
illustrated the preservation treatment for the fort. Under guidance of the National 
Park Service, Company 1420 worked to stabilize and rehabilitate fort buildings. 
Perhaps the most significant undertaking was the removal of sand that filled fort. 
Sand several feet deep covered the parade ground was removed by shovel and 
wheel barrow. By 1938 trees and brush was removed and repairs made to the 
brick fortress. The chemin-de-ronde was restored to original configurations and 
levels. Rehabilitation of the storehouse was completed and the building was put 
into service as a museum and library. The barracks, prison and headquarters 
buildings also were stabilized before the CCC was deactivated in February 1942. 
 
Natural resource conservation was an important component of the work. The 
park master plan called for coastal erosion control projects, including planting 
native grasses on the dunes and constructing beach bulkheads. From 1937 to 
1939 work to stabilize the shoreline through a combination of new construction 
and reconstruction of earlier sea groins and jetties protected the fort from wave 
and tidal destruction. The fort is vulnerable to rising ocean levels. Even today, 
according to the Park Unit Management Plan, “Fort Clinch is among the most 
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endangered heritage resources in the eastern United States.”11 
 
A beautiful three-mile long drive originally surfaced with compacted crushed 
seashells was constructed from U.S. A1A to the fort meandering through oak 
hammocks and across sand dunes. Spur roads led off to newly constructed 
parking lots, recreational trailer camps, and picnic areas.  
 
Emmitt Hill’s park master plan called for the construction of a group of cabins, a 
casino, a recreational trailer camp, overlook structures, entrance gates, nature 
trails, fishing piers, and picnic areas. Only a few of the projects were completed 
before the CCC camp was deactivated. In 1946, National Park Service State 
Inspector C.R. Vinten complained about the neglect to Fort Clinch and the lack 
of any progress in completing the facilities as planned. 
 
Several facilities built by the CCC remain, including the visitor center, the 
riverside campground restroom, and a picnic pavilion. A combination building 
was constructed with surplus Savannah Grey brick from the fort and survives as 
one of the original CCC buildings in the park. It opened to the public in 1938. 
The building has gone through many transitions serving as a food concession, 
picnic shelter, gift shop, and currently the park museum.  
 
Drawings produced in 1938 included picnic shelters constructed of wood post 
and beam construction. The only remaining picnic shelter is now a maintenance 
shed.  
 
A brick latrine constructed in 1940 using surplus common red brick from the fort 
survives. The beach lodge constructed in 1940 of the same brick burned in 1975. 
 
Fort Clinch State Park was opened to the public in 1938 and officially dedicated 
in 1939.12 The park was far from completed when the CCC program ended. The 
rich historical background, recreational opportunities, seashore, and hammock 
environment makes Fort Clinch a popular outdoor destination. The fort is 
interpreted as the base of local Union operations throughout the Civil War.13 
Today, visitors can see how the fort may have looked in 1864. The CCC work on 
this historic site remains a Florida legacy. 

  
Sources: Adams, William R. (Coordinator). “Cultural Resource Survey, New Deal Era 

                                                            
11 11 State of Florida. Fort Clinch Unit Management Plan.  
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/planning/parkplans/FtClinchStatePark.pdf 
12 Adams, William R. (Coordinator). “Cultural Resource Survey, New Deal Era Resources in 
Nine Florida State Parks,” Proposal # DNR: 276-88/89, Historic Property Associates, Inc., St. 
Augustine, Florida, November, 1989. 
13 National Park Service. “Touring the Historic Georgia-Florida Coast, Fort Clinch,” 
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/geo-flor/18.htm 
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Resources in Nine Florida State Parks,” Proposal # DNR: 276-88/89, Historic 
Property Associates, Inc., St. Augustine, Florida, November, 1989. 
 
Fort Clinch State Park. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Clinch_State_Park  
 
Landrum, Ney C. A Legacy of Green, The Making of Florida’s Magnificent 
State Park System. The Florida Park Service Alumni Association, 2013. 
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Entrance to the Fort Clinch State Park (State Archives of Florida,  
Florida Memory, 19—, Florida Department of Commerce Collection, Image  
Number: COM00266, http://floridamemory.com/items/show/91138). 
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Sally port entrance to the fort (Kevin White, ASLA, June 2013). 
 

 
Parade ground inside the fort (Kevin White, ASLA, June 2013). 
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Parade ground inside the fort (Kevin White, ASLA, June 2013). 
 

 
The NW Bastion Storehouse/Dispensary and Hospital to the right (Kevin  
White, ASLA, June 2013). 
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Fort Plan from Park Brochure (Courtesy Fort Clinch State Park, 2013). 
 


